In this work the relativistic mean field (RMF) FSUGold model extended to include hyperons is employed to study the properties of neutron stars with strong magnetic fields. The chaotic magnetic field approximation is utilized. The effect of the anomalous magnetic moments (AMMs) is also investigated. It is shown that the equation of state (EOS)of neutron star matter is stiffened by the presence of the magnetic field, which increases the maximum mass of neutron star by around 6%. The AMMs only have a small influence on the EOS of neutron star matter, and increase the maximum mass of neutron star by 0.02 M sun .
Introduction
The magnetic field is one of the most important constituents of the cosmic space and one of the main sources of the dynamics of interacting matter in the universe. Compact stars under strong magnetic fields have drawn much
Email addresses: howar6hill@yahoo.com (Fei Wu(吴飞)), wuchenoffd@gmail.com (Chen Wu(吴琛)), zren@nju.edu.cn (Zhong-Zhou Ren(任中洲)) attention. For instance, some authors have evaluated quasinormal modes of massive scalar field of the Ernst spacetime describing a black hole immersed in a uniform magnetic field [1, 2, 3] . Further more, there exists very strong magnetic fields in neutron stars. Observational evidence suggests that the magnetic field strength on the surface of soft gamma repeaters and anomalous X-ray pulsars could be as high as 10 14 − 10 15 G [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . It exceeds the critical field strength B e c = 4.414 × 10 13 G [10] , thus is expected to influence the properties of neutron stars significantly. Fields larger than 1 × 10 18 G are expected in the interior of neutron stars due to the scalar viral theorem. The macroscopic properties, such as mass and radius, will depend sensitively on the EOS of strongly magnetized neutron stars. Therefore, it is necessary to study the effect of strong magnetic field on the properties of neutron stars.
The energy-momentum tensor of magnetic field is anisotropic. Strictly speaking, the TOV equation [11, 12] is not valid in this situation. To solve this problem, Lopes and Menezes recently proposed a chaotic magnetic field approximation [13] , which is able to avoid this issue. It has been used successfully to study the properties of quark stars [13] . Following this line of thought, in our present work, the chaotic magnetic field approximation is extended to investigate the effect of the AMMs on the properties of neutron stars. In Ref. [10] , the contributions of proton and neutron AMMs to hadronic EOS were calculated for the first time. It demonstrated that it is possible for the AMMs to have a significant influence on the EOS of neutron star matter. Later it was generalized to include the contribution from the eight light baryons [14] . Additionally, in most previous works [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] , a number densitydependent magnetic field is used. A energy density-dependent magnetic field [13] proposed recently has got little attention so far. One of our tasks in this work is to study the influence of the energy density-dependent magnetic field.
RMF theory has been widely used to study the interaction between baryons and meson fields, since it greatly decreases the complexity of the problem, and has achieved much success [25] . Within the framework of RMF, Todd-Rutel and
Piekarewicz recently proposed the FSUGold model [26] , which is able to repro-duce the properties of nuclear matter successfully [27] . Recently this model is utilized to study the EOS of neutron star matter [28] . However, the effect of magnetic field is neglected in previous works that include hyperons. In this paper we will use the FSUGold model extended to include hyperons to investigate the properties of neutron stars. Both of the effects of the magnetic field and the AMMs will be considered. The chaotic magnetic field approximation and energy density-dependent magnetic field model will be utilized.
This work is organized as follows. First we introduce the theoretical framework. Next we study the effect of the magnetic field on the EOS, mass-radius relation and particle density of neutron stars. Then the effect of the AMMs on these properties is discussed. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
Theoretical framework
To describe the EOS of hadronic matter, we employ the RMF theory, in which baryons interact via the exchange of σ, ω and ρ mesons. The baryons under consideration include nucleons and hyperons first investigated by Glendenning [29] . The Lagrangian density of the FSUGold model reads [12] 
The sum in B stands for the entire octet set. l represents e − and µ − . The static properties of these fermions are listed in [12] . To fix the hyperon-meson coupling constants, we take those in the SU (6) quark model for ρ and ω coupling constants [12] :
The σ couplings are fixed by fitting hyperon potentials. The obtained couplings are g σΛ = 6.31, g σΞ = 3.27, and g σΣ = 6.36 [12] .
Within the framework of the RMF theory, meson fields are treated as uniform classical fields. Their equations of motion can be obtained by the application of the action principle [12, 31, 25] . The magnetic field is viewed as an external generated field which has no associated field equation. We also impose β-equilibrium and charge neutrality conditions to the neutron star matter [14, 32] .
The main effect of the magnetic field is Landau quantization. The energy spectra for neutron baryons, charged baryons, and leptons are given by [16, 14] 
where ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 ... enumerates the Landau levels of charged fermions; s is +1 for spin-up and -1 for spin-down cases. m * B is the effective mass of the baryon under consideration. When κ B and κ l are set to zero, the effect of the AMMs is switched off.
The pressure of neutron star matter is obtained from thermodynamic relations at zero temperature [10, 16, 33] 
where i run over all fermions considered. µ i and ρ i are chemical potential and number density, respectively. ǫ M denotes the energy density of neutron star matter.
To obtain the total energy density and pressure, one must add the contribution of the magnetic field. In the current literature, this is usually done as [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] 
However, this seems problematic, since for a magnetic field the energy-momentum
, which is anisotropic. In order to obtain the mass-radius relation of neutron star, the TOV equation is usually utilized [11, 35, 36] . For the TOV equation to work, the energy-momentum tensor must take the form: diag(ǫ, P, P, P ). It demands that the energy-momentum tensor be isotropic.
To solve this issue, a chaotic field approximation [13] is proposed recently.
In this approach, the pressure of magnetic field is B 2 /6 instead of B 2 /2. This is consistent with field theory [37] , in which P = 1 3 < T i i >. Since this approach seems more reasonable, we will adopt it in this paper.
Hence, the total energy density and pressure is:
The magnetic field varies in the interior of neutron star. But it is still unknown how it varies. In the current literatures, it is usually assumed to be exponential density-dependent [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] :
where n denotes total number density, n 0 is the nuclear saturation density, B surf is the magnetic field on the surface of neutron star, and B 0 is a fixed value of the order of the magnetic field in the center of neutron star. β and θ are free parameters.
Since how the magnetic field varies in the interior of neutron star is still unknown, we are free to make other assumption about the variation of magnetic field. It is the energy density rather than the number density that enters the TOV equation, so it is more natural to let the magnetic field couple to the energy density. We will take this approach, use a model proposed recently in [13] :
where ǫ M is the energy density of neutron star matter. B 0 is a fixed value of magnetic field, approximately the field strength in the core of neutron star, set to 3.1 × 10 18 G in this work. ǫ 0 is a fixed value taken to be 5.01 fm
is the magnetic field on the surface of neutron star, taken as 1 × 10 14 G. γ is a free parameter that can be any positive number.
The magnetic field will cause spin polarization of charged particles, due to the coupling of magnetic moment and magnetic field. The spin polarization has an influence on the superfluidity of neutron stars. It is defined as [38] 
where ρ denotes the number density of the particle under consideration, ρ ↑ is the number density of spin-up particle, while ρ ↓ is the number density of spin-down particle.
Numerical results
As pointed out by previous works, the energy density and pressure of neutron star matter is insensitive to magnetic field lower than 1 × 10 18 G [13, 39, 40] .
Following the approach in Ref. [13] , we use a fixed value of magnetic field, namely 3.1 × 10 18 G, to perform the computation, only taking account of the variation of magnetic field in the calculation of the total energy density and pressure in Eq. (6) . This simplification will not change the results considerably.
The effect of magnetic field
First, we study the effect of magnetic field, while ignoring the effect of the AMMs. It is known that the magnetic field can alter the EOS of neutron star matter. In Fig. 1 , we plot the EOS without magnetic field and with magnetic field for γ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. It shows that the EOS of neutron star matter is stiffened by the magnetic field. The smaller γ is, the stiffer the EOS becomes for ǫ < 6.2 fm −4 . This can be understood as follows. The ratio of pressure to energy density due to magnetic field (equal to 1/3) is larger than that due to matter (less than 1/7) in the chaotic magnetic field approach. So the stronger the magnetic field is, the stiffer the EOS becomes. For energy density not too large, the magnetic field is stronger for smaller γ. The stiffening of the EOS will increase the maximum mass of neutron star.
In Fig. 2 , the mass-radius relation of neutron star is displayed. Indeed, the presence of magnetic field produces an increase in the maximum mass. The smaller γ is, the larger the maximum mass and the corresponding radius are.
In Table 3 , we list the macroscopic properties of maximum mass neutron stars for various configurations. For 2 ≤ γ ≤ 5, the maximum mass is all around 1.44
M sun , an increase of 6% from the case without magnetic field. For 2 ≤ γ ≤ 5, the maximum mass neutron star has a radius around 10.8 km, smaller than the field-free case (11.4 km). The magnetic field also alters the relative populations of particles due to Landau quantization. In Fig. 3 , we plot the relative populations as a function of baryon density, where ρ 0 is the nuclear saturation density. It can be seen that for ρ < 2.5ρ 0 , the relative populations of proton, electron and muon are altered significantly by the magnetic field, while for larger density ρ, the change caused by the magnetic field is not as significant as in the low baryon density region. With the increase of baryon density, the Fermi energy of particles becomes larger, and the ratio of the energy gap between adjacent energy levels of charged particles to their Fermi energy becomes smaller, which leads to a weaker influence of Landau quantization at high density. The magnetic field not only alters the relative populations of particles, but also alters the fractions of charged particles of the same kind with different spin.
Not including the AMMs Including the AMMs
In other words, the magnetic field causes charged particles to be spin-polarized.
Obviously, in the absence of magnetic field, there will be no spin polarization.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the spin polarization as a function of baryon density in the presence of magnetic field. Two species of particles are selected to demonstrate the effect of the magnetic field, namely proton and neutron, one electric charged, the other charge neutral. Neutron is not spin polarized. The magnetic moment decreases the energy of spin-up proton, but increases that of spin-down proton.
So the spin polarization of proton is positive. For ρ < 1.4ρ 0 , the Fermi energy of proton is so low that all energy levels are occupied by spin-up protons. At higher baryon density, proton becomes less and less spin-polarized. The AMMs of particles also have an influence on the EOS of neutron star matter. In Fig. 6 we plot the EOS with and without the AMMs for γ = 3. It can be seen that the presence of the AMMs produces a small but not negligible change to the EOS, and the AMMs do not always stiffen or soften the EOS.
The small change of EOS caused by the AMMs alters the mass-radius relation of neutron star. In Fig. 7 the mass-radius relation is plotted with and without the AMMs for γ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. It can be seen the curves are shifted right by the AMMs. In the presence of the AMMs, neutron stars having the same mass will have a larger radius. The macroscopic properties of maximum mass neutron stars with and without the AMMs can be seen from Table 3 . For 1 ≤ γ ≤ 5, the maximum mass is increased by 0.02 M sun , while the corresponding radius is increased by around 0.8 km by the presence of the AMMs. The
AMMs also decrease the central density of maximum mass neutron star.
The AMMs also have an influence on the relative populations of particles.
We plot the relative populations as a function of baryon density with and without the AMMs in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that the AMMs alter the relative populations, but not significantly. The change does not follow a simple pattern.
Summary and conclusion
In this paper, we use the extended FSUGold model to study the properties of neutron stars with strong magnetic fields. The effect of the AMMs is also taken into account. Our theoretical framework has two major differences from most of previous works concerning the magnetic field. One is that we use the chaotic field approximation, which is able to avoid the anisotropy problem. The other is that we use a energy density-dependent magnetic field model instead of a number density-dependent magnetic field model. We should point out that the maximum observed mass of neutron star is 2.01 M sun , a fact that the extended FSUGold model is incapable of explaining. This situation could be remedied by modifying the high density behavior of the model, such as applying the recently proposed σ -cut scheme [41] .
It is found that the magnetic field stiffens the EOS. 
